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carpassopeldownloadQ: TypeError: 'int' object is not subscriptable - Python I am trying to take
input from a user, search for the string in a file (which is also done, but that part isn't throwing

any errors), then print the line if it finds it. fileInput = open('test.txt', 'r') fileRead =
open('test.txt', 'r') fileRead.readlines() for line in fileRead: fileInput.read() search = input('Enter a
string to search for: ') if search in line: print(line) However, whenever I try running the code, I get

this error: Traceback (most recent call last): File "./scrape.py", line 14, in if search in line:
TypeError: 'int' object is not subscriptable I've tried running the code with and without

fileInput.read() but no change in behaviour. Any idea why this is happening? A: You should
explicitly iterate over the file, so use for line in fileInput rather than fileRead.readlines(). Also

since your file is already opened, no need to open a new one. >>> line = 'foobar' >>> fileInput
= open('test
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